Increased Percentage of β-Thalassemia Carriers in the Region of South-East Rodopi and Kardzali Near Greece and the Mediterranean
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Abstract: Objectives: In a brief summary we present the basic aspects of the of the hemoglobinopathies in the population of the South-East Rodopi within the Bulgarian territory and we report the preliminary results for the identification of β-thalassemia carriers by measuring the expression of the HbA fractions. Design and methods: Separation and measurement of the Hb fractions in blood samples collected among the multi-ethnic Bulgarian population using different methods. Results: By using a cut of 3.2% HbA₂ we have found 9.77% carriers of point mutations defects among a group of 532 patients of different ethnic origin. All patients’ carriers have also increased HbF. Most frequent point mutation is IVS Int 110 (G>A). Discussion: All methods summarized in this paper provide identification at practically high sensitivity and specificity. However, all methods should be followed by routine parent's analysis to confirm the provisional results. Taking into consideration the specific conditions of each patient and the HbA expression, we believe carriers of β-thalassemia can be preselected with a reasonable degree of sensitivity and be confirmed by parent analysis. It is important to consider this uneven distribution of the mutations in the hemoglobin being increased in our region as opposed to the overall carriers in the territory of Bulgaria and Europe.
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1. Introduction

Among the hemoglobinopathies the thalassemia is a specific type in which the circulating hemoglobin HbA fractions are over 96% of the hemoglobin in adults and consist of 2 αα and 2 β chains (α2β2); tetrameres. β-Thalassemias are of a particular interest to us due to the higher frequency in our region. The other hemoglobionopathies are either very rare or not found here at all [1]. They are coded from 4 α and 2 β genes. Known and described as of current 600 variant permutation of autozomal-recessive defects to these genes lead to broken structure of β-Hb (Hemoglobinoses) or to defects in the synthesis of β or α-chains of the globin molecule and are β or α-thalassemias, respectively.

Most recently the new approaches and scientific understanding of the regulatory mechanisms of the hemopoiesis gives hope for the patients with heavy mutations. To this date there are still 10 000 registered homozygous careers in Europe and USA [2]. It has been found the condition is in link to the malaria fever and the spread of the mosquito population, therefore we see it predominantly in the Mediterranean, North Africa, Middle East, Arabic Peninsula, India and Indonesia. In some regions the frequency can reach from 0,1% in Eastern Europe to 16% in Cyprus, as the frequency of the affected fetuses on 1000 pregnancies varies between 0,0003 to 5,12 in Cyprus [3].
In clinically asymptomatic patients there is no need of specific therapy. Many different mutations may cause β-thalassemia, inherited as many genetic combinations, determining heterogenic group of clinical syndromes, which may or may not present. In thalassemia minor, very common as β-thalassemia or homozygous β-thalassemia, there is one single β-thalassemic mutation and a normal β-globin gene on the other chromosome. Microcytosis, hypochromia, high level of HbA2 and weak or minimal anemia are the characteristics of this type of thalassemic carriers, increased number of erythrocytes, lower MCV and MCH. On a blood smears is evident microcytosis and hypochromia, anysocytosis, poykilocytosis and nuclear red blood cells (erythroblasts) [5].

The anemia of Thalassemia Major is so severe, that there is a need of constant blood transfusion, increasing the absorption of iron lead to deposition of iron ions in many organs (liver, endocrine tissue, heart) and the endpoint could be lethal, if not hetalotherapy used [5]. Analysis of hemoglobin fractions show mainly HbF plus some amount HbA2 in the β° homozygous, but not enough to compensate for the loss of the HbA, so the Hb level remain <5 g/dL [5]. Most β° homozygous and ββ° combined heterozygous also have thalassemia major. HbF remains dominant component, but the varied amount HbA depends on the specific β+ thalassemic allele [5]. β-Thalassemia intermedia (TI) is referred to the less severe phenotype, in which there is a significant anemia, but chronic therapy of blood transfusion is not always required. The patients show definitive heterozygous picture, varying in severity from the β-thalassemic carriers to the point of thalassemia major [6]. Most patients with the thalassemia intermedia are homozygous or a combination of heterozygous for β-thalassemia, as with both β-globin loci affected. Less frequently are the ones with only one locus of β-globine affected and the other normal. The mild clinical characteristics of TI in comparison to thalassemia major are due to the inheritance of two β-thalassemic mutations, one light and one heavy; the inheritance of two light mutations or sometimes the caring over more complex combinations, as for instance two β-thalassemic mutations co-inherited with heterozygous α-thalassemia. In the later form, also common as αβ-thalassemia, α-thalassemic allele lowers the heavy impact of unbound α-globin chains [7-10].

β-Globin gene is at the short arm of the chromosome 11 and it is roughly about 80 Kb long, which contains also δ globin gene, the embryonic ε gene, the fetal Aγ gene and Gγ gene [1, 8]. The five functional globin genes are arranged in the chromosome in the order of their expression [1, 8].

Clinically β-thalassemia come from mutations, which involve each and every step of the formation of the globin molecules; the transcription, processing of mRNA, translation of mature mRNA and post-translational modifications of the β-polypeptide chain [12].

Around 200 different alleles of the β-globin gene are being found and described, the vast of them are the point mutations or immediate flanking sequence. The distribution of these alleles varies significantly in the different populations, but within a single population there are only few alleles (Figure 1) [4], most alleles are Mediterranean recessive. Conditions with a greater syntheses of HbF for a compensation are common as inherited stable conditions of fetal hemoglobin (HPFH) and the homozygous are clinically unaffected, while the heterozygous with the β-thalassemia are very mild [5]. In normal individuals only 5-8% of the erythrocytes, called the F cells contain HbF, 5-20% from the total hemoglobin in those particular cells [10, 11].

The treatment with stem cells is the available option for patients with Thalassemia Major and potential risks of death and complications. Transplantation of blood from an umbilical cord have a limited success, because large volumes are required for the upkeep of the hemopoesis. Genetic therapy is in a phase of early clinical trials and offers excellent perspectives. Induction of synthesis of γ-globin chains through genetic transduction or pharmacologically has a potential benefit for patients with β-thalassemia [12, 13, and 14]. Newer methods for treatment of TI and TM were being published with the use of Tf, hepsidin agonists and...
JAK2 inhibitors [6].

There is still quite a stigma around this particular condition; many people lead their life having no idea. The experiential knowledge of affected individuals and families is a significant, yet under-utilised, resource that may be harnessed in the context of genetic counselling in order to address some of these difficulties. It has been suggested that insights from affected families could be imparted to genetic counselling patients through a variety of means; for example, through personal stories, photographs, vignettes, videos and interviews, all of which may assist in humanising and “bringing to life” a genetic condition. Support and advocacy groups for already affected families may be a particularly important resource in developing and evaluating these resources. There is limited published data exploring the usage of these groups by individuals and couples identified as carriers, particularly those facing complex decisions about invasive diagnostic testing and/or selective pregnancy termination. The lack of correspondingly well-developed mechanisms of information and support within the groups for genetic disorders, such as thalassaemia, may be explained by the relative rarity of these conditions individually, the (already strained) resources of such groups and also by the somewhat ambiguous character of carrier status. Carrier status have been considered analogous to a liminal state, a halfway house between health and disease, the significance of which can be difficult to interpret. Carrier couples may struggle to reconcile this ambiguity in their identities which, in turn, may render them alienated from such groups, the ethos of which may also clash with their own reactions to their genetic status [16].

Some scientific groups prefer initial screening method [17] by phone interviews, others utilize more in-depth approach and soon enough the implementations of CRISPR technology might be a possible choice for patients with identified mutations in the hemoglobin gene [18].

In Bulgaria the percentage of thalassemia is roughly 2.5-3%. Annually we have 12-15 children born with a form of a heavy major clinical appearance [1, 14].

We previously found increased percentage of carriers for thalassaemia mutations in the region of Kardjali and near the border crossings [15]. We suspected to find higher percentage of point mutations in our region to be more likely similar to those in Turkey and Greece, due to the near proximity of Mediterranean, the intermixture of the population, the ongoing migration, etc.

2. Materials and Methods

We collected blood in EDTA (K3E) vacutainers, routine CBC done per protocols and further 40µl sample used to for either gel electrophoresis or HPLC method. The samples were either native or precipitated hemolysed erythrocytes mixed with loading gel buffer and loaded on SDS PAGE gel. The gels were run and further stained with Coomassie blue, distained with methanol/acetic acid buffer (BioRad). Each gel was done with controls (positive and negative) and protein marker – Precision Plus Protein Standards - Dual Color (BioRad). The gels were further analyzed by Photo Capt Doc Print II gel imaging system for percentage of hemoglobin fraction estimation.

The high performance liquid chromatography was done via HPLC stationary system for clinical diagnostics (BioRad); D-10 utilizing the principle of ion-exchange high performance chromatography as a referent method for hemoglobin fractions percentage. Genome DNA was isolated for mutation study. We tested the newly developed method from SNP Biotechnology Ltd. Ankara, Turkey for determination of possible six most common point mutations in the hemoglobin gene: IVS1-1, IVS1-110, IVS2-1, IVS2-745, IVS1-6 and Sickle cell. For the genomic DNA isolation we used QIAamp DNA blood mini kit from Qiagen. For the PCR reaction we used AB StepOne rtPCR system.

3. Patients

We subjected to a test for β-thalassaemia carriers 532 patients from our hospital. They were randomly selected and came from different departments, they were not discriminated whether outpatients or in hospital stay. The patients had had either electrophoresis or HPLC blood test in addition to the routine CBC at the hospital, subsequent to their informed consent. The patients were between the age of 5 and 87, male and female (39-61% male to female ratio)

4. Results

The obtained results we present in figure 3, 4 and 5. Our current extensive data shows higher percentage of carriers–9.774%. The results from the rest of the parameters - the CBC, are as follows:

| Table 1. Mean results of the blood parameters in patients carriers for thalassaemia. |
|---------------------------------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| age   | Hb    | Ht    | MCV   | MCH   | MCHC  | HbA2  | HbF   |
| Mean data | 46.79 | 111.29 | 0.370 | 73.88 | 22.33 | 300.76 | 3.68  | 1.83  |

Figure 3. Distribution of thalassemia careers (%).
The carriers also show increased percentage of HbF (1.83%), varying between 9.8 and 0.8%.

Out of 532 patients, 48 had results HbA$_2$ of 3.2% (9% of the total number) - result at the upper limit range of the reading, considered normal.

Two patients had a typical percentage of hemoglobin fractions as bands on the gel for Delta-Beta Thalassemia intermedia, presented as 0.3% of the total.

According to their ethnic background, we had: - 61.7% Turkish, 38.1% Bulgarian and 0.2% other. In carriers the ethnic distribution was: 56% Turkish, 42% Bulgarian and 2% other (figure 4).

![Figure 4. Distribution of thalassemia carriers with regards of the ethnic origin (%).](image)

Interesting finding presented the types of specific mutations and their distribution. To this point we have the greatest percentage of IVS1-110 (45%), IVS2-745 (42%), and IVS1-6 (10%), other (3%). Our data trend shown from the mutations prevalence was in accordance to the previously reported distribution in Bulgaria, [1].

![Figure 5. Image of gel, stained with Comassie Blue, showing the different patterns in bands with carriers of thalassemia mutations. Line 1 is loaded with Precision Plus Protein Standards, 2-negative control, 3-h-thalassemia carrier, 4- Delta-Beta Thalassemia Intermedia, 5-normal patient.](image)

5. Discussion

The presented results above show increased percentage carriers in our region and our study is important evidence toward the local gene distributions. We provide evidence our region has greater genetic similarities in the hemoglobin gene with the populations near Mediterranean, than the rest of Bulgaria. Further research is necessary to collect more data for the carriers, establish registry for patients and their families. Such registry is of essential importance to the patients, providers and specialists. Our initial research might give foundation for improving hospital methods and implementing them. The potential great benefit to the public health is to establishing programs with methods for identifying carriers with over 2.5% per given population, and utilizing prophylaxis methods of Cyprus, Greece, Italy, UK as per WHO [2-4]. A routine rtPCR testing for our patients would be preventive in family planning; moreover will give us information in revealing the mutations and opportunity for laying out options to our patients. For patients with HbA on the upper range of 3.2% more in depth investigation with the rtPCR methods to determine whether specific mutation in the hemoglobin is in the etiology could reveal their overall condition, family history and underlying problems.

We think of our research as an important element in all efforts to further cut the costs for constant therapies of permanent conditions; therefore invest in preventive classes for parents, informational brochures, materials and seminars to educate the local population. Our study might be an important step forward in terms of connecting the patients with anemia and hemoglobinopathies with the contemporary methods for diagnostics, therapy and social support.

6. Conclusion

Our research might be important in revealing the prevalence of carriers near the Mediterranean, also sharing common mutations with the population of Greece and Turkey. We give our modest contribution toward the thalassaemia distributions and the migrations, which might be important for improvement of life quality of the affected patients and their overall social status in underdeveloped regions of the South-East Rodopi.
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